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Abstract
The project is on production planning of modeling of automotive plastic parts. The
focus is on forecasting, aggregate planning and linear programming. The sales data
for year 2003 was used as the basis of the planning. Causal forecasting using
regression, 3-period moving average, 5-period moving average and also exponential
smoothing with a = 0.2 and a = 0.5 were used for forecasting models. Results from
the forecasting were used to develop for aggregate planning for year 2004. Excel
software were used extensively for forecasting, aggregate planning and linear
programming. Results from analysis indicate that 3-period moving average provide
the best mean absolute deviation (MAD) for the forecasting. While for the case of
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The plastic processing industry today is one of Malaysia's most dynamic growth
sectors. Its average growth over the last 10 years rates at about 15% annually. This is
helped by buoyant growth in export sector. The plastic industry can be broadly
categorized in the resin manufacturers, the intermediate raw material processors and
the end product fabricators. They produce a wide range of products, the more visible
ones being industrial automotive production.
Plastic injection molding is the primary process for manufacturing plastic parts.
Plastic is known to be a very versatile and economical material that is used in many
applications. Although the tooling is expensive, the cost per part is very low.
Complex geometries are possible and limited only to mold manufacturability, such
as car bumper, instrument panel, and other plastic automotive component.
Injection molding involves taking plastic in the form of pellets or granules and
heating this material until a melt is obtained. Then the, melt is forced into a split-die
chamber/mold where it is allowed to "cool" into the desired shape. The mold is then
opened and the part is ejected, at which the cycle is repeated.
One of the difficulties normally encountered in manufacturing related product is
how to recognize and understand the interrelationship between variables in a
particular problem. This can be even difficult when trying to develop solutions for
which there is no exact solution, or trying to develop strategies to optimize
solutions. The emphasis is on trial-and-error exploration to drive home the impacts
of the interrelationships.
Aggregate planning offers an opportunity to explore the relationships between
variables. The use of spreadsheet for aggregate planning allows quick calculation
and recalculation on alternate solutions, and therefore explores the interrelationships
between variables. Various optimization techniques, such as linear programming
will yield a solution when the data and constraints are supplied in a proper form.
However, it may be difficult to see how the solution was determined and what
results occur from each change in the variables, interactive exploration with the
spreadsheet makes the user concentrate on the variables, realistic ranges of values,
and the resulting range of solutions.
1.1. Problem statement
Plastics processing industry is one of main activity in Malaysia these days. As the
pace of trade liberalization is accelerated by the inclusion of China into the. World
Trade Organization (WTO) and the realization of the ASEAN Free Trade Area
(AFTA), Malaysian manufacturers must increase their productivity in order to
compete globally. A critical factor in competitive improvement is to handle demand
fluctuation efficiently.
The planning for production is aligned to customer requirement, which in this case is
local automotive manufacturing company. Common problems faced by planning
personnel are high demand fluctuation and short lead-time. Therefore, much
company resort to high inventory in order to avoid imposed in penalties.
Aggregate planning can be a valuable aid in planning production and manpower
levels for a company and provides a means of absorbing demand fluctuations by
smoothing workforce and production levels. There are a number of advantages for
planning on the aggregate level over the detail level. One is that the cost of
preparing forecasts and determining productivity and cost parameters on an
individual item basis can be prohibitive. A second advantage of aggregate planning
is the relative improvement in forecast accuracy that can be achieved by aggregating
items. Finally, an aggregate planning framework allows the planner to see the whole
scenario and not be unduly influenced by specifics.
1.2. OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE
1.2.1. OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this project are as follow:
1. To forecast the requirement for the production of bumpers for the next
twelve periods.
2. To develop aggregate planning for the bumpers using excel templates and
linear programming approach.
1.2.2. SCOPE
The scope of this final year project mainly covers the modeling of aggregate
planning. The scope of the project covers the information gathering, and literature
review to understand the process of injection molding and all related aspect of
manufacturing technology to aggregate planning. After that focus would be on





Injection molding is the most widely used polymeric fabrication process. It is used
for manufacturing plastic component especially automotive related component. The
machine operates using mould by injecting the melted plastic into mould form,
hence the desired shape of the product. It evolved from metal die casting, however,
unlike molten metals; polymer melts have a high viscosity and cannot simply be
poured into a mold. Instead a large force must be used to inject the polymer into the
hollow mold cavity. More melt must also be packed into the mold during
solidification to avoid shrinkage in the mold. Identical parts are produced through a
cyclic process involving the melting of a pellet or powder resin followed by the
injection of the polymer melt into the hollow mold cavity under high pressure. The
mold is a special tool in injection molding. It is custom designed and fabricated for
the given part to be produced. [1]. Injection molding machines can be classified by
the force they generate when clamping a mold during the injection of melted resin.
The molding of small parts is typically performed using small tonnage machines,
while the molding of larger parts or a large number of smaller parts in a single mold
require larger tonnage machines. As an injection molder increases the number of
machines and molds that are scheduled to run in production, an automated
production scheduling system becomes a necessity. It is common knowledge that
without a production scheduling system molders is apt to delay or miss product ship
dates. This scenario results in lost time, additional expenses, and dissatisfied
customers. Thus, aggregate planning play a major role in determining a good master
production scheduling hence producing a good production scheduling system [5].
2.1. Production Planning
Within the hierarchical decision process in the production planning and control
framework, on of the actions of planmng is the elaboration of an aggregated
production plan [2]. The production plan modules interact strongly with the upper
and lower levels of the framework. The production plan aims at achieving the goals
set by business plan. This production plan is used as a target to be followed by the
lower level. This target becomes the constraint to be satisfied during development of
the detailed planning. The production plan is conceived over a long-term horizon,
between one to two years with monthly or quarterly discrete time buckets. Under
this time horizon, enormous quantity of data is available to state the production plan,
but a great part of it is not exactly known. Hence, the planning is done using both
aggregate and forecasting raw data from marketing department.
2.2. Aggregate Planning
Aggregate planning is intermediate-range capacity planning used to establish
employment levels, output rates, inventory levels, subcontracting, and backorders for
products that are aggregated, i.e., grouped or brought together. It does not specifically
focus on individual products but deals with the products in the aggregate. Objective of
aggregate planning frequently is to minimize total cost over the planning horizon.
Aggregate planning also should maximized customer service and utilization of plant
and equipment while at the same time minimize inventory investment and changes
in production rate. Aggregate planning approaches can be divided into two methods
namely spreadsheet method and linear programming method [6]. Spreadsheet
method is a trial-and-error approach such as zero-inventory plan, level work force
plan, and mixed plan and easily implemented with a spreadsheet while the linear
programming is a term used to describe a general class of optimization problems.
Aggregate planning considers the variables that can be used to adjust the capacity
within the intermediate horizon [4]. The most common variables in adjustable
capacity are the workforce size, the production rate in term of the number of hours
worked per day or week and inventory. Aggregate planning plays a major role in
automotive component production industry. The introduction of Asean Free Trade
Area (AFTA) means every competing company must optimize their production
hence raised the significance of good planning. In order to optimize the production
of company, aggregate planning should be considered as very important tool in
automotive component production industry [7].
23. Establishing Demand
Forecasting is the prediction of the future by considering past data. It is an input to
production planning, hence accurate methods of forecasting have to be adopted by
management in order to achieve a good plan. Forecasting has impact on planning for
capacity, schedule and procurement raw materials. There are basically two types of
forecasting methods [2]. The first is the time-series in which history is considered to
repeat itself, so that the future is considered to be some kind continuation ofthe past.
The second is the explanatory type, in which the future is predicted by simply
understanding the factors that give explanation for variation in some variables of
interest. Simple moving average, single exponential smoothing and seasonal
exponential smoothing techniques fall under the first group, while simple regression
falls under the second group. A business uses forecasting in planning its inventory
and production levels as well as for new product development, staffing, and budget
[3]. All forecasts have several things in common; all are an extrapolation of the past,
all involve some level of judgment, and all forecasts are wrong. This is why
judgment is so important when creating and evaluating the forecast. The real goal in
the forecasting process is to reduce the range of error and monitor the process over
time so it can continually be improved. The most important forecasts to automotive
component manufacturers are by product lines and product life cycles.
Manufacturers tend to use more quantitative techniques and are more satisfied with




It is important that operations have sufficient capacity to carry out the commitment
stated in the production plan. Operations must evaluate the plan and develop a cost-
effective strategy for providing the capacity needed to produce at the level called for
in the production plan. It is advisable to check the amount of capacity required y the
production plan in future periods while those periods are far enough in the future to
smoothly adjust the capacity in some departments, if necessary. A procedure called
capacity planning or aggregate planning is used to evaluate the capacity,
requirements and to plan the best way to make the capacity available.
Aggregate Planning is an intermediate-range capacity planning used to establish
employment levels, output rates, inventory levels, subcontracting, and backorders
for product that aggregated, that is grouped or brought together. It does not
specifically focus on individuals products but deals with the products in the
aggregate.
Objective of aggregate planning frequently is to minimize total cost over the
planning horizon. Aggregate planning also should maximized customer service and
utilization of plant and equipment while at the same time minimize inventory
investment and changes in production rate.
Aggregate planning approaches can be divided into two methods namely
spreadsheet method and linear programming method. Spreadsheet method is a trial-
and-error approach and easily implemented with a spreadsheet while the linear
programming is a term used to describe a general class of optimization problem.
There are three ways of doing the spreadsheet methods namely zero-inventory plan,
constant work force plan with or with no backorder and mixed plan.
Aggregate planning considers the variables that can be used to adjust the capacity
within the intermediate horizon. The most common variables in adjustable capacity
are work force size, the production rate in terms of the number of hours worked per
day or week, and inventory if it can be used to "store capacity" in one period so it
can serve demand in some later period. Sometime backordering are used.
3.1. Zero-Inventory Plan
Zero-Inventory plan produces exactly the demand for each period, which requires a
fluctuating work force. In otherwords production chases the demand by fluctuating
the work force or work-force utilization. Workers are added when demand increase
and are laid off when demand decrease.
Eachmonth production is always same as the amount demanded and no inventory is
carried. The number of product a workercan makeper month is equal to the number
one worker produces per day multiplied by the number of days in the month. The
number of workers needed for that month is the demand for the month divided by
the number ofproduct per month one worker can make. That is,
__ _ , t , demandImonth
Workers needed =
days! month x units/worker/day
The value of this ratio is then rounded upward to the next higher integer. It must be
rounded upward to guarantee that shortages do not occur. The number of working
days each moth depends upon a variety of factors, such as paid holidays and worker
schedules.
Capacity depends on the number of workers, which for zero-inventory plan is
determined to satisfy demand. Thus capacity is as always as big as demand.
Units produced = min {demand, capacity}
3.2. Constant Work Force Plan
Constant Work Force plan uses inventory produced in off-peak periods to satisfy
demand in peak periods and sometimes is called level work force plan because the
same number of workers is used in each period. It is used when inventory costs are
low as compared to the cost of fluctuating the work force and when efficient
production is the primary goal that is to eliminate the need for hiring and firing
during the planning horizon. It also can be done with or with no backorder.
3.2.1. With Backorder
In order to guarantee that shortages do not occur in any period, it is necessary to
compute the ininimum work force required for every month in the planning horizon.
Dividing demand over the planning horizon by the product a worker can make over
the horizon gives the constant number of workers needed.
demand I month
Number ofworker needed =
days x unitsIwor ker/ day
The value of this ratio is then rounded upward to the next higher integer. It must be
rounded upward to guarantee that shortages do not occur. The number of inventory
is determined by the formula below;
Inventory = unit produced - demand
Net inventory = previous inventory + unit produced - demand
The negative value of inventory or net inventory indicates backorder.
3.2.2. With No Backorder
Dividing total demand by total working days times unit produced per day gives the
number of workers to produce all units over the horizon, it need to have enough
workers for every month. Thus cumulative production must equal or exceed
cumulative demand for every period. The number of workers needed for a
cumulative period is determined by dividing cumulative production by cumulative
units produced per worker;
„ _ , , , cumulative demand
Workers needed =
cumulative days + units/worker/day
Any month require the maximum number of workers ends with no inventory.
Inventory is build after that month if a following month needs the maximum number
of workers.
3.3. Linear Programming
Linear programming is a term used to describe a general class of optimization
problems. The objective is to determine values of n nonnegative real variables in
order to maximize or minimize a linear function of these variables that is subject to
m linear constraints of these variables. The primary advantage in formulating a
problem as a linear program is that optimal solution can be found very efficiently by
the simplex method. For the parameters of the problem, some notation must be
introduced. Let
T= planning-horizon length, in periods
t = index ofperiods, r= 1,2, T
D{= forecasted number of units demanded in period t
nt = number of units that can be made by one worker in period /
CFt'= costto produce one unitin period T
Cf= cost ofone worker inperiod T
C^= cost to hire one worker inperiod T
Cf = cost to lay offonworker inperiod T
Clt = cost to hold one unit inperiod T
Cf = costto backorder one unitin period T
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With,
P, = number of units produced in period?
Wt - number of workers available in period t
H{ = no of worker hired in period t
Lt = no of worker laid off in period t
It = no units held in inventory at the end of period t
Bt= no units backordered at the end of period t
Linear programming assumes all variables are continuously divisible. Thus, the
solution may be to produce in decimal units. Although it may be impossible to
produce in decimal units, aggregate units are fictitious, so^ it probably does not
matter. Also rounding large number will likely be acceptable. If the solution is to
hire a decimal number of workers, however, it may have a problem. Satisfactory
result can often be obtained by rounding and using common sense.
Several constraints for the linear prograrnming are defined including constraints on
capacity, work force and material. Through the parameters, these constraints relate
the decision variables to each other.
First, the size of the work force limits the number of unit that can be produced. In
period t we have W, workers and each can produce nt units in the period, meaning
production level is no more thanntWt units in period/. Mathematically,
Production, P,<ntWt t= 1,2, T
Thenumber of workers available is a function of the number the plan starts with and
how many it hires and lay off. Let W0 be the initial number of workers. For later
periods, it has
Number of worker, W,= Wt-i + Ht-Lt t= 1,2, T
Finally is the relation between units produced and net inventory:
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Net inventory this period = net inventory last period + production this period
- demand this period
If the net inventory is positive, physically it has inventory, but if it is negative, then
backorder occurs. These two conditions cannot occur simultaneously. Let the net
inventory at time t be /, - Bt Either /, > 0 or Bt> 0, but at least one of them must be
zero. The relationship, called the material or inventory balance equation, is
Net inventory, It-Bt = hi-Bt-i +Pt - Dt t=l,29 T
Where I0 and Bo are the initial on-hand inventory and outstanding backorders,
respectively.
The cost for any plan is the sum of production costs, hiring and lays off costs,
inventory holding cost, and backorder costs over all periods. Production costs are
simply the number of units produced times the cost per unit to produce them and the
cost per worker times the number of workers. Production costs per unit that do not
change from period to period can be deleted from the model. The total cost for the
plan is
i(CP,P, Cw,Wt C"H, CL,L, C',1, CB,B)
The objective function includes all of the cost defined above. The linear
programming formulation is to choose values of the problem variables. The linear
programming model is
Minimize tiCP, C"Wt C"H, C\L, C',I, C,B)
Subjectto Pt<ntW( t=l,2, T
Wt=Wt.! + Ht-Lt r- 1,2, T






The development of an aggregate planning modeling went through several steps as
depicted in figure 4.1. The steps begin with literature review and research,
development several models, selection of models, and finalizing the selection of the
models. A comprehensive review was undertaken of: literature relating to styrene
polymers, their applications and technology, significant new developments; supplier
trade literature; texts and monographs, etc
Literature Review Internet, text books, journals, magazines









Figure 4.1: The chart above shows the flow of methodology used
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4.1. Literature Review and Research
Designing the model of aggregate planning although seems a direct engineering
application, is quite difficult and challenging task to accomplish especially when it is
done individually. It needs enough knowledge and skill for the author to accomplish
the task. Thus, literature review and research is strictly important to obtain all the
knowledge, information, resources, and data to develop the model of aggregate
planning. The author has made literature review in a number of topics, which
include injection molding, production planning, establishing demand, and aggregate
planning.
Literature review and research are from various text books, journals, newspapers,
and internet websites.
4.2. Development Several Models
In order to fully understand the aggregate planning applications, several spreadsheet
methods and linear programming methods were developed and the suitability for
each plan is determined later. The methods that were developed are zero-inventory
plan, constant workforce plan with and with no backorder, and linear programming.
All plans and methods are tested into various conditions and the outcomes are
compared to each other.
Raw data acquisition is the first stage before any model is developed. The raw data
is gathered from an automotive components manufacturer. Data gathering and data
analysis are two important aspects in deciding and finalizing the modeling of
production of injected plastic product using aggregate planning approach. Thus, in
collecting the data required in completing this project, several sources of data and
information gathering has been made. The major source of data gathering is
automotive components manufacturer while among other sources of information are
textbooks, journals, and Internet web sites.
The second stage of the modeling is to forecast the raw data. This raw data is
forecasted using several methods such as moving average, exponential smoothing
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and causal with regression method. Each method is carried out using ExcelOM2
software and each result is compared to each other and analyzed. After that the
forecasted data is used to develop aggregate planning.
The third stage is to choose the appropriate aggregate planning methods to be used
in this modeling. Generally, two methods are used for aggregate planning namely
spreadsheet method and linear programming. The spreadsheet method comprises of
zero inventory plan, constant workforce plan with and with no backorder, and mixed
plan.
Excel program is used extensively in the development of the forecasting and
aggregate planning modeling. It is used in completing the spreadsheet method, as
well as the linear programming. The excel program is an essential tool in developing
this project since it is easy to use and allows quick calculation and recalculation on
alternate solutions, and therefore explores the interrelationships between variables.
Linear programming basically is done in Excel spreadsheet program. One of the
useful features of Excel is that it comes bundled with an add-in Solver that essential
in solving linear programming problems and because Solver is part of a spreadsheet
program, problems are not entered algebraically.
4.2.1. Raw Data
There are two major raw data gathered in completing this project. They are the
quantity of bumpers produced by single plastic injection molding from August 2002
to December 2003 and car sales from January 2003 to December 2003. Both data are
needed in forecasting. The data on the quantity of bumpers produced were obtained
from automotive components manufacturer and listed in table 4.1.
Table 4.1
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The second raw data is the figures on car sales and were gathered from published
data. This data is used in causal forecasting using regression and listed in table 4.2.
Table 4.2

























39.7 25.2 35.2 34.3 31.7 34.9 38.2 36.5 34.1 34.3 31.5 30.7
Other data that related to modeling aggregate planning such as, number of workers,
hiring and firing cost, worker wages, and inventory and back log cost are assumed
by the author after consultation with supervisor. Table 4.2 below shows the basic
data required for aggregate planning modeling.
Table 4.3
Basic data for aggregate planning modeling
Number of periods 12 months
Number of initial worker 8 workers
Hiring cost Rm 600 per worker
Firing cost Rm 600 x 3 months per worker
Labor cost Rm 600 per worker
Holding cost Rm 5 per unit
Backorder cost Rm 15 per unit
Production rate 60 units per worker per day
4.2.2. Causal Forecasting with Regression
Regression models are very useful for forecasting when there is strong relationship
and a time lag between the dependent variable (bumper produced) and the
independent variable (car sales). If there is no time lag or the dependent and
independent variables occur in the same time period, the future value of the
independent variable cannot be forecasted. In this case, the cars were sold five
months after the automotive components manufacturer produced the bumpers.
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This causal forecasting with regression method is done with ExcellOM2 software
and the coefficient of determination or the correlation between the independent and
the dependent data is gathered. The coefficient of determination is important to
determined suitability of this regression method to forecast the data.
The calculation of the causal forecasting with regression is shown in Appendix 1-1.
4.2.3. Moving Average
This method averages recent data to reduce the effect of random fluctuations.
Because only recent data is used to forecast, a moving average responds to a change
in the underlying process more quickly.
The moving average can incorporate as many data points as desired. In selecting the
number of period to include, the author must take into account that the number of
data points in the average determines its sensitivity to each new data point. The
fewer the data points in an average, the more responsive the average tends to be. If
responsiveness is important, a moving average with relatively few data points will
be used. This will permit quick adjustment to a step change in variations.
Conversely, moving averages based on more data points will smooth more but be
less responsive to real changes.
Therefore, using ExcellOM2 software, 3-period moving average and 5-period
moving average were carried out in order to investigate the suitability of the
outcome to this project. Two periods of moving average were done so that
comparison and analysis can be made. 3-period and 5-period moving average were
chose because they are popular figures in almost forecasting text books.
The calculation of the 3-period moving average and 5-period moving average are
shown in Appendix 1-2 and Appendix 1-3 respectively.
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4.2.4. Exponential Smoothing
Exponential smoothing is a sophisticated weight averaging method that is still
relatively easy to use and understand. Each new forecast is based on the previous
forecast plus a percentage of the difference between that forecast and the actual
value of the series at that point.
The smoothing constant a represents a percentage of the forecast error. Each new
forecast is equal to the previous forecast plus a percentage of the previous error. The
quickness of forecast adjustment to error is determined by the smoothing constant, a.
The closer its value to zero, the slower the forecast will be to adjust to forecast errors
(i.e. the greater the smoothing). Conversely, the closer the value of a is to 1.00, the
greater the responsiveness and the less smoothing.
This method was done using ExcellOM2 software with a equal to 0.2 and 0.5 and
the results were being compared and analyzed, a equal to 0.2 and 0.5 were chose
because they are popular figures in almost forecasting text books.
The calculation of the exponential smoothing with a equal to 0.2 and 0.5 are shown
in Appendix 1-4 and Appendix 1-5 respectively.
4.2.5. Zero Inventory Plan
Zero-Inventory plan produces exactly the demand for each period, which requires a
fluctuating work force. In other words production chases the demand by fluctuating
the work force or work-force utilization. Workers are added when demand increase
and are laid off when demand decrease.
This plan emphasizes the variability in work force which is an undesirable
phenomenon in reality. Therefore, after consultation and discussion with the
supervisor, the author has decided to drop this plan from the project.
4.2.6. Constant Workforce Plan with or with no Backorder
Constant Work Force plan uses inventory produced in off-peak periods to satisfy
demand in peak periods and sometimes is called level work force plan because the
same number of workers is used in each period. It is used when inventory costs are
low as compared to the cost of fluctuating the work force and when efficient
production is the primary goal that is to eliminate the need for hiring and firing
during theplanning horizon. It also canbe done withor with no backorder.
These two plans are prepared using spreadsheet using the data listed in table 5.1 and
only can be done after a new forecasted demand data is obtained from the raw data.
Several plans will be produced with the variability data in table 5.1 in order to
investigate the effect of the changes of the data.
4.2.7. Linear Programming
Linear programming models are methods for obtaining optimal solutions to
problems involving the allocation of scarce resources in terms of cost rmnimization
or profit maximization. With aggregate planning, the goal is usually to minimize the
sum of costs related to regular labor time, inventory holding costs, and costs
associated with changing the size of the workforce. Constraints involve the
capacities of the workforce, inventories, andproduction.
Like constant workforce plan, it is prepared using spreadsheet using the data listed
in table 5.1 and only can be done after a new forecasted demand data is obtained
from the raw data. Several plans will be produced with the variability data in table
5.1 in order to investigate the effect of the changes of the data.
4.3. Finalizing the Selection of the Models
After various calculations using regression, moving average and exponential
smoothing were done; the results of the calculation were analyzed and compared to
each other. The results from this forecasting are important in completing this final
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year project because it will be used in modeling the aggregate planning. The results
of calculation using regression, moving average and exponential smoothing are
shown in Appendix 1-1, Appendix 1-2, Appendix 1-3, Appendix 1-4 and. Appendix
1-5 respectively.
From the Appendix 1-1, the correlation or coefficient of determination obtained
from the calculation of regression is 0.4534. The correlation measures the strength
and direction of relationship between two variables (i.e. the relationship between
bumper production and the car production). Correlation can range from -1.00 to
+1.00. A correlation of +1.00 indicates that changes in one variable are always
matched by changes of the other; a correlation of -1.00 indicates that increases in
one variable are matched by decrease in the other; and a correlation close to zero
indicates little linear relationship between the two variables.
Since the correlation obtained from the calculation of regression is 0.4534 which is
close to zero, indicates little linear relationship between the bumper production and
the car production. Therefore, the result from this forecasting will not be used in the
aggregate planning modeling.
After numerous discussion and consultation with supervisor, finally the constant
workforce plan with and with no backorder, and linear programming were agreed on
as the best fit into the automotive plastic components industry. This is due to the
efficiency of linear prograrnming in producing a minimize solution given
appropriate data and constraints. The constant workforce plan with and with no
backorder is chose because the inventory costs are low as compared to the cost of
fluctuating the work force and its production efficiency that is to eliminate the need




5.0 Results and Discussion
Excel program was used extensively in the development of the aggregate planning
modeling. It was used in carrying out forecasting and in completing the spreadsheet
method, as well as the linear programming. The excel program allows quick
calculation and recalculation on alternate solutions, and therefore explores the
interrelationships between variables. Linear programming basically was done in
Excel spreadsheet program. Gne of the useful features of Excel is that it comes
bundled with an add-in Solver that essential in solving linear programming problems
and because Solver is part of a spreadsheet program, problems are not entered
algebraically.
5.1. Forecasting
Three methods of forecasting were done in order to obtain forecasted data, namely
regression, moving average and exponential smoothing. These forecasted data are
required for aggregate planning.
Since the correlation obtained from the calculation of regression is 0.4534 (shown in
appendix 1-1) which is close to zero, indicates little linear relationship between the
bumper production and the car sales. Therefore, the result from this forecasting was
not used in the aggregate planning modeling.
There are two sets of moving average done in this project. One set is done with three
period moving average while the other is done with five period moving average. The
calculations of both sets are shown in appendix 1-2 and appendix 1-3 respectively.
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Table 5.1 shows the summary of the result for both three period moving average and
five period moving average.
Table 5.1
The result for three period moving average and five period moving average.
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
3-
period 4733 4178
4104 4338 4207 4216 4254 4225 4232 4237 4231 4233
5-
period 7460 6352 5602 5443 5651 6102 5830 5726 5750 5812 5844 5792
For exponential smoothing, a = 0.2 and a = 0.5 were adopted. The calculations of
both sets are shown in appendix 1-4 and appendix 1-5 respectively. Table 5.2 shows
the summary of the result for exponential smoothing with a = 0.2 and a = 0.5.
Table 5.2
The result for exponential smoothing with a = 0.2 and a = 0.5.
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
a = 0.2 9294 9220 9215 9166 9056 9227 9146 9227 9186 9141 9164 9200
a = 0.5 5107 7201 8210 8713 8939 8997 9112 9129 9178 9182 9162 9163
From the analysis, mean absolute deviation (MAD) results were also obtained. MAD
measures the dispersion of the errors, and if MAD is small, the forecast should be
close to actual demand. Large value of MAD may indicate problems with the
forecasting calculations. Table 5.3 shows value of MAD for the forecasted data
listed in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2.
Table 5.3
The MAD value forithe forecastei1 data.
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
3-
period 3121 2876 2417 2160 2148 1881 1838 1695 1629 1514 1414 1112
5-
period 3115 2980 2865 2625 2543 2443 2363 2263 2090 1742 1170 545
a = 0.2 3692 3017 2982 2756 3007 2581 2211 2454 2048 1876 1854 2063
a = 0.5 2964 2846 2951 2826 2662 2384 2187 2161 1971 1911 1849 1843
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Table 5.4







The MAD values were used as the basis for selecting the forecasted value for
aggregate planning calculation. As explained above, the smaller MAD value, the
closer it will be to actual demand. From table 5.4, the smallest MAD value is three
period moving average with 1984 and therefore its forecasted data were used in
aggregate planning calculation.
Two types of Aggregate Planning models were developed in completing this project,
namely Constant Work Force Plan with and with no backorder and Linear
Programming approach. Table 5.5 shows the number of forecasted demand for each
month and table 5.6 shows the basic data required for aggregate planning modeling
Table 5.5
The number ofworking days and demand for each month
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
No. of
working 19 18 23 23 22 20 22 21 22 21 19 22
days
Forecaste
d Demand 473 417 410 433 420 421 425 422 423 423 423 423




Data required for aggregate planning modeling
Horizon Length 12 months
Number of initial worker 16 workers
Hiring cost Rm 600 per worker
Firing cost Rm 600 x 3 months per worker
Labor cost Rm 600 per worker
Holding cost Rm 5 per unit
Backorder cost Rm 15 per unit
Production rate 60 units per worker per day
5.2. Constant Workforce Planning with Backorder
Constant work force plan uses inventory produced in off-peak periods to satisfy
demand in peak periods and is called a constant work force plan because the same
number of workers is used in each period. Table 5.7 shows the implementing
constant work force plan with backorder in a spreadsheet program. The plan finishes
adopt no inventory and has constant work force with varying inventory. It minimizes
the hiring and firing cost but increases holding and backordercost. From assumption
that production for automotive component manufacturer was 60 units per worker per
day, unit per worker can be obtained by multiplying the production rate with each
working day for every month. As it name, this plan uses a constant number of
worker for every month in the planning horizon. The constant number of worker
needed for every month is obtained by dividing the total demand by overall number
of unit per worker (production rate multiply by total number of working days). The
result depicted in the spreadsheetprogram shows that the constant number of worker
needed is 6.44 but it is impossible to have a decimal number of worker. If overtime
is not allowed it must be rounded upward to guarantee that shortages do not occur.
Therefore seven workers will be always used throughout the planning horizon.
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NSTANT NUMBER OF WORKERS NEEDED FOR CONSTANT WORK FORCE PLAN WITH BACKORDERS
ding demand over the horizon by the automotivecomponents a worker can make over the horizon gives the
stant number of workers needed. A worker makes 60 automotive components a day, so in the planning
zon (248 day), 4 workers ([51188/(60 x 248)3 =3.44 are always needed
lie 5.7
4STANT WORKFORCE PLAN
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec total
days 19 18 23 22 19 20 22 21 22 21 19 22 248
unit/ 1140 1080 1380 1320 1140 1200 1320 1260 1320 1260 1140 1320 14880
worker
*
demand 4734 4177 4103 4339 4206 4217 4253 4226 4231 4236 4232 4234 51188
workers 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 48
needed
workers 8 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 na
available




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
workers 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
laid off
lay-off 7200 0- _ .0--__o___ _0-.-_ ____0._ ._.. 0... __...a_-. _0 0 ... 0 0 7200
cost
workers 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 48
used
labor 2400 2400 2400 2400" 2400" "2400 ~2400""240Cf 2400 2400 2400 2400 28800
cost
units 4560 4320 4134 4339 4206 4217 4253 4226 4231 4236 4232 4234 0
produced




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
backoder 2610 465 0 0 0-.-: 0 o -0 0 o 0 o 3075
cost
total cost 9600 2400 2400 2400 2400 2400 2400 2400 2400 2400 2400 2400 39075
luction = 60 unit/worker/day
ig cost = RM600/worker
ling cost = RM5/unit/month
60 wages and benefit = RM600/worker/month 600
600 firing cost = RM1800/worker 1800
5 backorder cost = RM15/unit/month 15
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5.3. Constant Workforce Planning with no Backorder
Constant work force plan with no backorder is practically same as the plan with
backorder with exception it did not take backorder cost into considerations. That
means cumulative production must equal or exceed cumulative demand in each
period. Table 5.9 shows the implementing constant work force plan with no
backorder in a spreadsheet program. Similar to Constant work force plan with
backorder, this plan uses constant number of worker throughout the planning
horizon. In order to guarantee that shortage do not occur in any period, it is
necessary to compute the minimum worker needed for every month in the planning
horizon. For January, the net cumulative demand is 4374 units and the there are
1140 unit produced per worker, resulting in a minimum workforce of 15 (4.15-5)
in January. There are exactly 1140 + 1080 = 2220 units produced per worker in
January and February combined, which have a cumulative demand of 8912. Hence,
8912/2220 - 4.01 ~ 5 workers are required to cover both January and February.
Continuing the calculation until December will results as in Table 5.8. The
minimum number of workers required for the entire twelve-month planning period is
the maximum entry in the Table 5.8.
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ible 5.8
DNSTANT NUMBER OF WORKERS NEEDED FOR NO BACKORDERS
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jui Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
ays/ 19 18 23 22 19 20 22 21 22 21 19 22
onth
im of 19 37 60 82 101 121 143 164 186 207 226 248
lys
jmand 4734 4178 4104 4339 4207 4217 4254 4226 4232 4237 4232 4234
im of
>mand 4734 8912 13016 17355 21562 25779 30033 34259 38491 42728 46960 51195
orker
eded 4,15 4,01 3,62 3,53 3,56 3,55 3,50 3,48 3,45 3,44 3,46 3,44
ble 5.9
•VEL WORKFORCE PLAN
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec total
days 19 18 23 22 19 20 22 21 22 21 19 22 248
unit/ 1140 1080 1380 1320 1140 1200 1320 1260 1320 1260 1140 1320 14880
worker
demand 4734 4177 4103 4339 4206 4217 4253 4226 4231 4236 4232 4234 51188
workers 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 60
needed
workers 8 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 na
available
workers 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
hired
hiring 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
cost
workers 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
laid off
lay-off 5400 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5400
cost
workers 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 60
used
labor 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 .3000 3000 36000
cost
units 5700 3211 4103 4339 4206 4217 4253 4226 4231 4236 4232 4234 4830
produced
net 966 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 na
inventory
holding 4830 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I_°_ 0 0 4830
cost
backoder 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
cost
total cost 13230 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 -3000--3000-- -3000 46230
)duction = 60 unit/worker/day
ing cost = RM600/worker
Iding cost = RM5/unit/month
60 wages and benefit - RM600/worker/month
600 firing cost = RM1800/worker




February we produce only enough to satisfy demand and inventory is zero. After February, producing to capacity
ilds inventory, so we produce to demand
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5.4. Linear Programming
Linear prograrnming basically is done in Excel spreadsheet program. One of the
useful features of Excel is that it comes bundled with an add-in Solver that essential
in solving Linear Programming problems.
Because Solver is part of a spreadsheet program, problems are not entered
algebraically. Table 5.10 shows the implementing Linear Programming in a
spreadsheet program aided by Solver. The summary of the results obtained from the
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In conclusion, this project has basically met the previous objectives. Thisprojecthas
given the author the hands on experience developing forecasting and aggregate
planning modeling, which are two important aspect of operation management
system. The critical area was to master and the spreadsheet templates using Excel
program. Thus, the author had put much effort in familiarizing the software. The
objectives of this project to forecast the requirement for the production of bumpers
for the nexttwelve periods andto develop aggregate planning for the bumpers using
excel templates and linear programming approach have generally been achieved
successfully. The results are three forecasting models as shown in Appendix 1-1 to
Appendix 1-5 and two aggregate planning models as shown in Table 5.8 and Table
5.9 and also a linear programming approach as shown in Table 5.10. Results from
analysis indicate that 3-period moving average provide the best mean absolute
deviation (MAD) for the forecasting. While for the case of aggregate planning,
constant workforce planning with backorder provides the minimum cost.
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6.1. Recommendation
The project of developing a forecasting, aggregate planning model and linear
prograrnming approach has generally met its objectives. However, there are rooms
of improvement thatcanbe made to enhance the project.
Firstly, the raw data (bumpers produced) obtained from the automotive components
manufacturer should be continuously gathered and used as the actual data. This will
reduce the error oftheforecasting; hence increase its accuracy and reliability.
Secondly, more sets of forecasting can be done in order to determine the best value
of forecasted data. Moving average can be done up to 7-period moving average and
exponential smoothing canbe done with a varying from 0.1 to 1.0. Thenmore MAD
values can be gathered, hence increase the accuracy and reliability of the
forecasting.
Thirdly, the scope of the project can also be widened where the aggregate planning
can be disaggregated and becomes the master production schedule. The master
production scheduling must have entries to break into a production plan. These
entries will include forecast, demand, end-of-period inventory, and current inventory
which are the element ofcurrent project.
Finally, the project can bedone using simulation model for aggregate planning. The
essence of simulation is the development of computerized models that can be tested
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riod 6 17000 39700
riod 7 13400 25200
riod 8 17000 35200
riod 9 15200 34300
riod 10 13200 31700
riod 11 14200 34900
riod 12 15800 38200
riod 13 13000 36500
riod 14 10100 34100
riod 15 6400 34300
riod 16 4400 31500














Forecast Error Absolute Squared
-7091,29 27091,29 27091,29 7.34E+08
-7091,29 23791,29 23791,29 5,66E+08
-7091,29 23591,29 23591,29 5,57E+08
-7091,29 21391,29 21391,29 4,58E+08
-7091,29 16491,29 16491,29 2.72E+08
15240,56 1759,442 1759,442 3095635
7084,088 6315,912 6315,912 39890744
12709,24 4290,76 4290,76 18410622
12202,98 2997,024 2997,024 8982151
10740,44 2459,563 2459,563 6049451
12540,49 1659,515 1659,515 2753989
14396,79 1403,214 1403,214 1969011
13440,51 -440,51 440,5097 194048,8
12090,47 -1990,47 1990,473 3961984
12202,98 -5802,98 5802,976 33674533
10627,93 -6227,93 6227,934 38787158
9823,537 -6423,54 6423,537 41261827
Total 112356,5 154127,3 2.79E+09













The calculation of3 period moving average
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Forecast Error Absolute Squared
17733,33 -3433,33 3433,333 11787778
15833,33 -6433,33 6433,333 41387778
13400 3600 3600 12960000
13566,67 -166,667 166,6667 27777,78
13266,67 3733,333 3733,333 13937778
15800 -600 600 360000
15200 -2000 2000 4000000
15133,33 -933,333 933,3333 871111,1
14200 1600 1600 2560000
14400 -1400 1400 1960000
14333,33 -4233,33 4233,333 17921111
12966,67 -6566,67 6566,667 43121111
9833,333 -5433,33 5433,333 29521111
6966,667 -3566,67 3566,667 12721111
Total -25833,3 43700 1.93E+08









































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
15833,33 -6433,33 6433,333 41387778
13400 3600 3600 12960000
13566,67 -166,667 166,6667 27777,78
13266,67 3733,333 3733,333 13937778
15800 -600 600 360000
15200 -2000 2000 4000000
15133,33 -933,333 933,3333 871111,1
14200 1600 1600 2560000
14400 -1400 1400 1960000
14333,33 -4233,33 4233,333 17921111
12966,67 -6566,67 6566,667 43121111
9833,333 -5433,33 5433,333 29521111
6966,667 -3566,67 3566,667 12721111
4733,333 0 0 0
Total -22400 40266,67 1.81E+08










































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
13400 3600 3600 12960000
13566,67 -166,667 166,6667 27777,78
13266,67 3733,333 3733,333 13937778
15800 -600 600 360000
15200 -2000 2000 4000000
15133,33 -933,333 933,3333 871111,1
14200 1600 1600 2560000
14400 -1400 1400 1960000
14333,33 -4233,33 4233,333 17921111
12966,67 -6566,67 6566,667 43121111
9833,333 -5433,33 5433,333 29521111
6966,667 -3566,67 3566,667 12721111
4733,333 0 0 0
4177,778 0 0 0
Total -15966,7 33833,33 1.4E+08









































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
13566,67 -166,667 166,6667 27777,78
13266,67 3733,333 3733,333 13937778
15800 -600 600 360000
15200 -2000 2000 4000000
15133,33 -933,333 933,3333 871111,1
14200 1600 1600 2560000
14400 -1400 1400 1960000
14333,33 -4233,33 4233,333 17921111
12966,67 -6566,67 6566,667 43121111
9833,333 -5433,33 5433,333 29521111
6966,667 -3566,67 3566,667 12721111
4733,333 0 0 0
4177,778 0 0 0
4103,704 0 0 0
Total -19566,7 30233,33 1.27E+08









































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
13266,67 3733,333 3733,333 13937778
15800 -600 600 360000
15200 -2000 2000 4000000
15133,33 -933,333 933,3333 871111,1
14200 1600 1600 2560000
14400 -1400 1400 1960000
14333,33 -4233,33 4233,333 17921111
12966,67 -6566,67 6566,667 43121111
9833,333 -5433,33 5433,333 29521111
6966,667 -3566,67 3566,667 12721111
4733,333 0 0 0
4177,778 0 0 0
4103,704 0 0 0
4338,272 0 0 0
Total -19400 30066,67 1.27E+08































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
15800 -600 600 360000
15200 -2000 2000 4000000
15133,33 -933,333 933,3333 871111,1
14200 1600 1600 2560000
14400 -1400 1400 1960000
14333,33 -4233,33 4233,333 17921111
12966,67 -6566,67 6566,667 43121111
9833,333 -5433,33 5433,333 29521111
6966,667 -3566,67 3566,667 12721111
4733,333 0 0 0
4177,778 0 0 0
4103,704 0 0 0
4338,272 0 0 0
4206,584 0 0 0
Total -23133,3 26333,33 1.13E+08






























Forecast Error Absolute Squared
15200 -2000 2000 4000000
15133,33 -933,333 933,3333 871111,1
14200 1600 1600 2560000
14400 -1400 1400 1960000
14333,33 -4233,33 4233,333 17921111
12966,67 -6566,67 6566,667 43121111
9833,333 -5433,33 5433,333 29521111
6966,667 -3566,67 3566,667 12721111
4733,333 0 0 0
4177,778 0 0 0
4103,704 0 0 0
4338,272 0 0 0
4206,584 0 0 0
4216,187 0 0 0
Total -22533,3 25733,33 1.13E+08







































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
15133,33 -933,333 933,3333 871111,1
14200 1600 1600 2560000
14400 -1400 1400 1960000
14333,33 -4233,33 4233,333 17921111
12966,67 -6566,67 6566,667 43121111
9833,333 -5433,33 5433,333 29521111
6966,667 -3566,67 3566,667 12721111
4733,333 0 0 0
4177,778 0 0 0
4103,704 0 0 0
4338,272 0 0 0
4206,584 0 0 0
4216,187 0 0 0
4253,681 0 0 0
Total -20533,3 23733,33 1.09E+08





























Forecast Error Absolute Squared
14200 1600 1600 2560000
14400 -1400 1400 1960000
14333,33 -4233,33 4233,333 17921111
12966,67 -6566,67 6566,667 43121111
9833,333 -5433,33 5433,333 29521111
6966,667 -3566,67 3566,667 12721111
4733,333 0 0 0
4177,778 0 0 0
4103,704 0 0 0
4338,272 0 0 0
4206,584 0 0 0
4216,187 0 0 0
4253,681 0 0 0
4225,484 0 0 0
Total -19600 22800 1,08E+08
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Forecast Error Absolute Squared
14400 -1400 1400 1960000
14333,33 -4233,33 4233,333 17921111
12966,67 -6566,67 6566,667 43121111
9833,333 -5433,33 5433,333 29521111
6966.667 -3566,67 3566,667 12721111
4733,333 0 0 0
4177,778 0 0 0
4103,704 0 0 0
4338,272 0 0 0
4206,584 0 0 0
4216,187 0 0 0
4253,681 0 0 0
4225,484 0 0 0
4231,784 0 0 0
Total -21200 21200 1.05E+08
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Forecast Error Absolute Squared
14333,33 -4233,33 4233,333 17921111
12966,67 -6566,67 6566,667 43121111
9833,333 -5433,33 5433,333 29521111
6966,667 -3566,67 3566,667 12721111
4733,333 0 0 0
4177,778 0 0 0
4103,704 0 0 0
4338,272 0 0 0
4206,584 0 0 0
4216,187 0 0 0
4253,681 0 0 0
4225,484 0 0 0
4231,784 0 0 0
4236,983 0 0 0
Total -19800 19800 1.03E+08







































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
12966,67 -6566,67 6566,667 43121111
9833,333 -5433,33 5433,333 29521111
6966,667 -3566,67 3566,667 12721111
4733,333 0 0 0
4177,778 0 0 0
4103,704 0 0 0
4338,272 0 0 0
4206,584 0 0 0
4216,187 0 0 0
4253,681 0 0 0
4225,484 0 0 0
4231,784 0 0 0
4236,983 0 0 0
4231,417 0 0 0
Total -15566,7 15566,67 85363333
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Moving averages - 5 period moving average
Error analysis
Forecast Error Absolute Squared
14400 -1200 1200 1440000
15160 -960 960 921600
14600 1200 1200 1440000
15080 -2080 2080 4326400
14280 -4180 4180 17472400
13260 -6860 6860 47059600
11900 -7500 7500 56250000
9940 -6540 6540 42771600
7460 0 0 0
6352 0 0 0
5602,4 0 0 0
5442,88 0 0 0
Total -28120 30520 1.72E+08








































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
15160 -960 960 921600
14600 1200 1200 1440000
15080 -2080 2080 4326400
14280 -4180 4180 17472400
13260 -6860 6860 47059600
11900 -7500 7500 56250000
9940 -6540 6540 42771600
7460 0 0 0
6352 0 0 0
5602,4 0 0 0
5442,88 0 0 0
5651,456 0 0 0
Total -26920 29320 1.7E+08
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Forecast Error Absolute Squared
14600 1200 1200 1440000
15080 -2080 2080 4326400
14280 -4180 4180 17472400
13260 -6860 6860 47059600
11900 -7500 7500 56250000
9940 -6540 6540 42771600
7460 0 0 0
6352 0 0 0
5602,4 0 0 0
5442,88 0 0 0
5651,456 0 0 0
6101,747 0 0 0
Total -25960 28360 1.69E+08
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Forecast Error Mssolute Squared
15080 -2080 2080 4326400
14280 -4180 4180 17472400
13260 -6860 6860 47059600
11900 -7500 7500 56250000
9940 -6540 6540 42771600
7460 0 0 0
6352 0 0 0
5602,4 0 0 0
5442,88 0 0 0
5651,456 0 0 0
6101,747 0 0 0
5830,097 0 0 0
Total -27160 27160 1.68E+08








































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
14280 -4180 4180 17472400
13260 -6860 6860 47059600
11900 -7500 7500 56250000
9940 -6540 6540 42771600
7460 0 0 0
6352 0 0 0
5602,4 0 0 0
5442,88 0 0 0
5651,456 0 0 0
6101,747 0 0 0
5830,097 0 0 0
5725,716 0 0 0
Total -25080 25080 1.64E+08








































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
13260 -6860 6860 47059600
11900 -7500 7500 56250000
9940 -6540 6540 42771600
7460 0 0 0
6352 0 0 0
5602,4 0 0 0
5442,88 0 0 0
5651,456 0 0 0
6101,747 0 0 0
5830,097 0 0 0
5725,716 0 0 0
5750,379 0 0 0
Total -20900 20900 1.46E+08









































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
11900 -7500 7500 56250000
9940 -6540 6540 42771600
7460 0 0 0
6352 0 0 0
5602,4 0 0 0
5442,88 0 0 0
5651,456 0 0 0
6101,747 0 0 0
5830,097 0 0 0
5725,716 0 0 0
5750,379 0 0 0
5811,879 0 0 0
Total -14040 14040 99021600
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Forecast Error Absolute Squared
20000
20000 -3300 3300 10890000
19340 -2840 2840 8065600
18772 -4472 4472 19998784
17877,6 -8477,6 8477,6 71869702
16182,08 817,92 817,92 668993,1
16345,66 -2945,66 2945,664 8676936
15756,53 1243,469 1243,469 1546215
16005,22 -805,225 805,225 648387,2
15844,18 -2644,18 2644,18 6991688
15315,34 -1115,34 1115,344 1243992
15092,28 707,7248 707,7248 500874,4
15233,82 -2233,82 2233,82 4989952
14787,06 -*687,06 4687,056 21968495
13849,64 -7449,64 7449,645 55497209
12359,72 -7959,72 7959,716 63357077
10767,77 -7367,77 7367,773 54284075
Total -53528,9 59067,14 3,31 E+08











































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
16700
16700 -200 200 40000
16660 -2360 2360 5569600
16188 -6788 6788 46076944
14830,4 2169,6 2169,6 4707164
15264,32 -1864,32 1864,32 3475689
14891,46 2108,544 2108,544 4445958
15313,16 -113,165 113,1648 12806,27
15290,53 -2090,53 2090,532 4370323
14872,43 -672,425 672,4255 452156
14737,94 1062,06 1062,06 1127971
14950,35 -1950,35 1950,352 3803874
14560,28 -4460,28 4460,282 19894114
13668,23 -7268,23 7268,225 52827102
12214,58 -7814,58 7814,58 61067666
10651,66 -7251,66 7251,664 52586635
9201,331 92,88674 92,88674 8627,947
Total -37400,5 48266,64 2,6E+08












































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
16500
16500 -2200 2200 4840000
16060 -6660 6660 44355600
14728 2272 2272 5161984
15182,4 -1782,4 1782,4 3176950
14825,92 2174,08 2174,08 4726624
15260,74 -60,736 60,736 3688,862
15248,59 -2048,59 2048,589 4196716
14838,87 -638,871 638,871 408156,2
14711,1 1088,903 1088,903 1185710
14928,88 -1928,88 1928,877 3720568
14543,1 -4443,1 4443,102 19741155
13654,48 -7254,48 7254,482 52627503
12203,59 -7803,59 7803,585 60895943
10642,87 -7242,87 7242,868 52459140
9194,295 99,92362 99,92362 9984,729
9214,279 5,6295 5,6295 31,69127
Total -36423 47704,05 2,58E+08































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
14300
14300 -4900 4900 24010000
13320 3680 3680 13542400
14056 -656 656 430336
13924,8 3075,2 3075,2 9456855
14539,84 660,16 660,16 435811,2
14671,87 -1471,87 1471,872 2166407
14377,5 -177,498 177,4976 31505,4
14342 1458,002 1458,002 2125770
14633,6 -1633,6 1633,598 2668644
14306,88 -4206,88 4206,879 17697829
13465,5 -7065,5 7065,503 49921333
12052,4 -7652,4 7652,402 58559263
10521,92 -7121,92 7121,922 50721772
9097,538 196,6806 196,6806 38683,27
9136,874 83,03512 83,03512 6894,831
9153,481 61,92449 61,92449 3834,643
Total -25670,7 44100,68 2,32E+08




















































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
9400
9400 7600 7600 57760000
10920 2480 2480 6150400
11416 5584 5584 31181056
12532,8 2667,2 2667,2 7113956
13066,24 133,76 133,76 17891,74
13092,99 1107,008 1107,008 1225467
13314,39 2485,606 2485,606 6178239
13811,51 -811,515 811,5149 658556,4
13649,21 -3549,21 3549,212 12596905
12939,37 -6539,37 6539,37 42763354
11631,5 -7231,5 7231,496 52294529
10185,2 -6785,2 6785,196 46038891
8828,157 466,061 466,061 217212,8
8921,369 298,5394 298,5394 89125,77
8981,077 234,3279 234,3279 54909,57
9027,943 137,9227 137,9227 19022,68
Total -1722,36 48111,21 2,64E+08









































Forecast zrror Absolute Squared
17000
17000 -3600 3600 12960000
16280 720 720 518400
16424 -1224 1224 1498176
16179,2 -2979,2 2979,2 8875633
15583,36 -1383,36 1383,36 1913685
15306,69 493,312 493,312 243356,7
15405,35 -2405,35 2405,35 5785711
14924,28 -4824,28 4824,28 23273681
13959,42 -7559,42 7559,424 57144895
12447,54 -8047,54 8047,539 64762890
10838,03 -7438,03 7438,032 55324313
9350,425 -56,207 56,20703 3159,231
9339,184 -119,275 119,275 14226,53
9315,329 -99,9236 99,92362 9984,729
9295,344 -129,478 129,4785 16764,68
9269,448 -213,921 213,921 45762,19
Total -38866,7 41293,3 2,32E+08






































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
13400
13400 3600 3600 12960000
14120 1080 1080 1166400
14336 -1136 1136 1290496
14108,8 91,2 91,2 8317,44
14127,04 1672,96 1672,96 2798795
14461,63 -1461,63 1461,632 2136368
14169,31 -4069,31 4069,306 16559248
13355,44 -6955,44 6955,444 48378208
11964,36 -7564,36 7564,356 57219475
10451,48 -7051,48 7051,484 49723433
9041,188 253,0306 253,0306 64024,49
9091,794 128,1151 128,1151 16413,48
9117,417 97,98848 97,98848 9601,741
9137,014 28,85119 28,85119 832,3909
9142,785 -87,2572 87,25724 7613,826
9125,333 101,331 101,331 10267,97
Total -21272 35378,96 1.92E+08







































Forecast rrror Absolute Squared
17000
17000 -1800 1800 3240000
16640 -3440 3440 11833600
15952 -1752 1752 3069504
15601,6 198,4 198,4 39362,56
15641,28 -2641,28 2641,28 6976360
15113,02 -5013,02 5013,024 25130410
14110,42 -7710,42 7710,419 59450564
12568,34 -8168,34 8168,335 66721703
10934,67 -7534,67 7534,668 56771226
9427,735 -133,516 133,5164 17826,64
9401,031 -181,123 181,1226 32805,38
9364,807 -149,402 149,4016 22320,85
9334,927 -169,061 169,0609 28581,59
9301,114 -245,587 245,5869 60312,93
9251,997 -25,3327 25,33275 641,7481
9246,93 -101,331 101,331 10267,97
Total -38866,7 39263,48 2,33E+08















































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
15200
15200 -2000 2000 4000000
14800 -600 600 360000
14680 1120 1120 1254400
14904 -1904 1904 3625216
14523,2 -4423,2 4423,2 19564698
13638,56 -7238,56 7238,56 52396751
12190,85 -7790,85 7790,848 60697313
10632,68 -7232,68 7232,678 52311637
9186,143 108,0755 108,0755 11680,31
9207,758 12,15098 12,15098 147,6463
9210,188 5,217183 5,217183 27,219
9211,231 -45,3658 45,36585 2058,06
9202,158 -146,631 146,6309 21500,61
9172,832 53,83209 53,83209 2897,894
9183,599 -37,9991 37,99912 1443,933
9175,999 50,6655 50,6655 2566,992
Total -30069,3 32769,22 1.94E+08
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Forecast Error Absolute Squared
13200
13200 1000 1000 1000000
13400 2400 2400 5760000
13880 -880 880 774400
13704 -3604 3604 12988816
12983,2 -6583,2 6583,2 43338522
11666,56 -7266,56 7266,56 52802894
10213,25 -6813,25 6813,248 46420348
8850.598 443,6198 443,6198 196798,5
8939.322 280,5864 280,5864 78728,75
8995,44 219,9655 219,9655 48384,84
9039,433 126,4328 126,4328 15985,26
9064,719 -9,19192 9,191917 84,49134
9062,881 163,7833 163,7833 26824,95
9095,638 49,96181 49,96181 2496,182
9105,63 121,0342 121,0342 14649,29
9129,837 56,295 56,295 3169,127
Total -20294,5 30017,88 1.63E+08









































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
14200
14200 1600 1600 2560000
14520 -1520 1520 2310400
14216 -4116 4116 16941456
13392,8 -6992,8 6992,8 48899252
11994,24 -7594,24 7594,24 57672481
10475,39 -7075,39 7075,392 50061172
9060,314 233,9046 233,9046 54711,35
9107,095 112,8143 112,8143 12727,06
9129,657 85,74782 85,74782 7352,689
9146,807 19,05866 19,05866 363,2325
9150,619 -95,0913 95,09126 9042,348
9131,6 95,06378 95,06378 9037,121
9150,613 -5,01377 5,013773 25,13792
9149,61 77,05377 77,05377 5937,284
9165,021 21,11062 21,11062 445,6584
9169,243 -28,1475 28,1475 792,2816
Total -25181,9 29671,44 1.79E+08










































Forecast zrror Absolute Squared
15800
15800 -2800 2800 7840000
15240 -5140 5140 26419600
14212 -7812 7812 61027344
12649,6 -8249,6 8249,6 68055900
10999,68 -7599,68 7599,68 57755136
9479,744 -185,526 185,5258 34419,83
9442,639 -222,73 222,73 49608,67
9398,093 -182,688 182,6876 33374,77
9361,555 -195,69 195,6897 38294,46
9322,417 -266,89 266,89 71230,25
9269,039 -42,3752 42,37518 1795,656
9260,564 -114,965 114,9649 13216,94
9237,571 -10,9072 10,90716 118,966
9235,39 ^9,2581 49,25812 2426,362
9225,538 -84,4425 84,44249 7130,535
9208,65 -45,036 45,036 2028,241
Total -33001,8 33001,79 2,21 E+08









































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
20000
20000 -3300 3300 10890000
18350 -1850 1850 3422500
17425 -3125 3125 9765625
15862,5 -6462,5 6462,5 41763906
12631,25 4368,75 4368,75 19085977
14815,63 -1415,63 1415,625 2003994
14107,81 2892,188 2892,188 8364749
15553,91 -353,906 353,9063 125249,6
15376,95 -2176,95 2176,953 4739125
14288,48 -88,4766 88,47656 7828,102
14244,24 1555,762 1555,762 2420395
15022,12 -2022,12 2022,119 4088966
14011,06 -3911,06 3911,06 15296387
12055,53 -5655,53 5655,53 31985017
9227,765 -4827,76 4827,765 23307314
6813,882 -3413,88 3413,882 11654593
Total -29786,1 47419,52 1,89E+08
















































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
16700
16700 -200 200 40000
16600 -2300 2300 5290000
15450 -6050 6050 36602500
12425 4575 4575 20930625
14712,5 -1312,5 1312,5 1722656
14056,25 2943,75 2943,75 8665664
15528,13 -328,125 328,125 107666
15364,06 -2164,06 2164,063 4683167
14282,03 -82,0313 82,03125 6729,126
14241,02 1558,984 1558,984 2430432
15020,51 -2020,51 2020,508 4082452
14010,25 -3910,25 3910,254 15290086
12055,13 -5655,13 5655,127 31980461
9227,563 -4827,56 4827,563 23305369
6813,782 -3413,78 3413,782 11653906
5106,891 4187,327 4187,327 17533710
Total -18998,9 45529,01 1.84E+08











































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
16500
16500 -2200 2200 4840000
15400 -6000 6000 36000000
12400 4600 4600 21160000
14700 -1300 1300 1690000
14050 2950 2950 8702500
15525 -325 325 105625
15362,5 -2162,5 2162,5 4676406
14281,25 -81,25 81,25 6601,563
14240,63 1559,375 1559,375 2431650
15020,31 -2020,31 2020,313 4081663
14010,16 -3910,16 3910,156 15289322
12055,08 -5655,08 5655,078 31979909
9227,539 -4827,54 4827,539 23305133
6813,77 -3413,77 3413,77 11653822
5106,885 4187,333 4187,333 17533761
7200,551 2019,357 2019,357 4077804
Total -16579,5 47211,67 1.88E+08



































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
14300
14300 -4900 4900 24010000
11850 5150 5150 26522500
14425 -1025 1025 1050625
13912,5 3087,5 3087,5 9532656
15456,25 -256,25 256,25 65664,06
15328,13 -2128,13 2128,125 4528916
14264,06 -64,0625 64,0625 4104,004
14232,03 1567,969 1567,969 2458526
15016,02 -2016,02 2016,016 4064319
14008,01 -3908,01 3908,008 15272525
12054 -5654 5654,004 31967760
9227,002 -4827 4827,002 23299948
6813,501 -3413,5 3413,501 11651989
5106,75 4187,468 4187,468 17534886
7200,484 2019,424 2019,424 4078075
8210,197 1005,209 1005,209 1010444
Total -11174,4 45209,54 1.77E+08

















































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
9400
9400 7600 7600 57760000
13200 200 200 40000
13300 3700 3700 13690000
15150 50 50 2500
15175 -1975 1975 3900625
14187,5 12,5 12,5 156,25
14193,75 1606,25 1606,25 2580039
14996,88 -1996,88 1996,875 3987510
13998,44 -3898,44 3898,438 15197815
12049,22 -5649,22 5649,219 31913672
9224,609 -4824,61 4824,609 23276856
6812,305 -3412,3 3412,305 11643823
5106,152 4188,066 4188,066 17539895
7200,185 2019,724 2019,724 4079283
8210,047 1005,358 1005,358 1010745
8712,726 453,1395 453,1395 205335,4
Total -921,408 42591,48 1,87E+08










































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
17000
17000 -3600 3600 12960000
15200 1800 1800 3240000
16100 -900 900 810000
15650 -2450 2450 6002500
14425 -225 225 50625
14312,5 1487,5 1487,5 2212656
15056,25 -2056,25 2056,25 4228164
14028,13 -3928,13 3928,125 15430166
12064,06 -5664,06 5664,063 32081604
9232,031 -4832,03 4832,031 23348526
6816,016 -3416,02 3416,016 11669163
5108,008 4186,21 4186,21 17524357
7201,113 2018.796 2018,796 4075536
8210,511 1004,894 1004,894 1009813
8712,958 452,9076 452,9076 205125,3
8939,412 116,1156 116,1156 13482,83
Total -16005,1 38137,91 1,35E+08








































0- 1 1 1 L_
Error Analysis
Forecast Error Absolute Squared
13400
13400 3600 3600 12960000
15200 0 0 0
15200 -2000 2000 4000000
14200 0 0 0
14200 1600 1600 2560000
15000 -2000 2000 4000000
14000 -3900 3900 15210000
12050 -5650 5650 31922500
9225 -4825 4825 23280625
6812,5 -3412,5 3412,5 11645156
5106,25 4187,968 4187,968 17539078
7200,234 2019,675 2019,675 4079086
8210,071 1005,334 1005,334 1010696
8712,738 453,1273 453,1273 205324,3
8939,302 116,2254 116,2254 13508,35
8997,415 229,2495 229,2495 52555,34
Total -8575,92 34999,08 1,28E+08


































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
17000
17000 -1800 1800 3240000
16100 -2900 2900 8410000
14650 -450 450 202500
14425 1375 1375 1890625
15112,5 -2112,5 2112,5 4462656
14056,25 -3956,25 3956,25 15651914
12078,13 -5678,13 5678,125 32241104
9239,063 -4839,06 4839,063 23416526
6819,531 -3419,53 3419,531 11693194
5109,766 4184,453 4184,453 17509643
7201,992 2017,917 2017,917 4071989
8210,95 1004,455 1004,455 1008930
8713,178 452,6878 452,6878 204926,3
8939,522 116,0057 116,0057 13457,33
8997,525 229,1396 229,1396 52504,98
9112,094 33,50503 33,50503 1122,587
Total -15742,3 34568,63 1.24E+08






































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
15200
15200 -2000 2000 4000000
14200 0 0 0
14200 1600 1600 2560000
15000 -2000 2000 4000000
14000 -3900 3900 15210000
12050 -5650 5650 31922500
9225 -4825 4825 23280625
6812,5 -3412,5 3412,5 11645156
5106,25 4187,968 4187,968 17539078
7200,234 2019,675 2019,675 4079086
8210,071 1005,334 1005,334 1010696
8712,738 453,1273 453,1273 205324,3
8939,302 116,2254 116,2254 13508,35
8997,415 229,2495 229,2495 52555,34
9112,039 33,55996 33,55996 1126,271
9128,819 97,84477 97,84477 9573,6
Total -12044,5 31530,48 1.16E+08












































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
13200
13200 1000 1000 1000000
13700 2100 2100 4410000
14750 -1750 1750 3062500
13875 -3775 3775 14250625
11987,5 -5587,5 5587,5 31220156
9193,75 -4793,75 4793,75 22980039
6796,875 -3396,88 3396,875 11538760
5098,438 4195,781 4195,781 17604576
7196,328 2023,581 2023,581 4094880
8208,118 1007,287 1007,287 1014627
8711,762 454,1038 454,1038 206210,3
8938,814 116,7137 116,7137 13622,09
8997,171 229,4937 229,4937 52667,34
9111,917 33,68203 33,68203 1134,479
9128,758 97,90581 97,90581 9585,548
9177,711 8,420508 8,420508 70,90496
Total -8036,16 30570,09 1,11 E+08



































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
14200
14200 1600 1600 2560000
15000 -2000 2000 4000000
14000 -3900 3900 15210000
12050 -5650 5650 31922500
9225 -4825 4825 23280625
6812,5 -3412,5 3412,5 11645156
5106,25 4187,968 4187,968 17539078
7200,234 2019,675 2019,675 4079086
8210,071 1005,334 1005,334 1010696
8712,738 453,1273 453,1273 205324,3
8939,302 116,2254 116,2254 13508,35
8997,415 229,2495 229,2495 52555,34
9112,039 33,55996 33,55996 1126,271
9128,819 97,84477 97,84477 9573,6
9177,742 8,38999 8,38999 70,39194
9181,937 -40,841 40,841 1667,987
Total -10077 29579,71 1.12E+08











































Forecast Error Absolute Squared
15800
15800 -2800 2800 7840000
14400 -4300 4300 18490000
12250 -5850 5850 34222500
9325 -4925 4925 24255625
6862,5 -3462,5 3462,5 11988906
5131,25 4162,968 4162,968 17330304
7212,734 2007,175 2007,175 4028750
8216,321 999,0837 999,0837 998168,3
8715,863 450,0023 450,0023 202502,1
8940,864 114,6629 114,6629 13147,59
8998,196 228,4683 228,4683 52197,75
9112,43 33,16934 33,16934 1100,205
9129,015 97,64946 97,64946 9535,417
9177,839 8,292334 8,292334 68,76281
9181,986 -40,8898 40,88983 1671,978
9161,541 2,073084 2,073084 4,297675
Total -13274,8 29481,93 1.19E+08













The summary of results of linear programming approach
Microsoft Excel 10.0 Answer Report
Worksheet: [linear programming(final).xlsJSheet1
Report Created: 5/24/2004 3:48:37 AM
Target Cell (Min)
Cell Name Original Value Final Value
$A$2 Min 95150,76327 35092,71053
Adjustable Cells
Cell Name Original Value Final Value
$C$12 workerl 14,9122807 4,152631579
$D$12 worker2 14,9122807 4,152631579
$E$12 worker3 14,9122807 4,152631579
$F$12 worker4 11,96969697 3,689473684
$G$12 worker5 11,96969697 3,689473684
$H$12 worker6 11,96969697 3,514166667
$l$12 worker7 11,96969697 3,361904762
$J$12 worker8 10,31746032 3,361904762
$K$12 worker9 7,651515152 3,361904762
$L$12 workerl 0 5,079365079 3,361904762
$M$12 workerl 1 5,079365079 3,712280702
$N$12 worker12 5,079365079 3,712280702
$C$14 hiredl 0 0
$D$14 hired2 0 0
$E$14 hired3 0 0
$F$14 hired4 0 0
$G$14 hired5 0 0
$H$14 htred6 0 0
$l$14 hired7 0 0
$J$14 hired8 0 0
$K$14 hired9 0 0
$L$14 hiredIO 0 0
$M$14 hiredl 1 0 0,35037594
$N$14 hired12 0 0
$C$16 layoffl 1,087719298 3,847368421
$D$16 layoff2 0 0
$E$16 layoff3 0 0
$F$16 layoff4 2,942583732 0,463157895
$G$16 layof!5 0 0
$H$16 layoff6 0 0,175307018
$l$16 layoff7 0 0,152261905
$J$16 layoffs 1,652236652 0
$K$16 layoff9 2,665945166 0
$L$16 layoffl 0 2,572150072 0
$M$16 layoff11 0 0
$N$16 layoffl 2 0 0
$C$18 inventory1 0 0
$D$18 inventory2 0 0
$E$18 inventory3 0 0
$FS18 inventory4 0 0
$G$18 inventory5 0 0
$H$18 inventory6 0 0
$l$18 inventory7 0 0
$J$18 inventory8 89 0
$K$18 inventory9 0 0
$L$18 inventorylO 0 0
$M$18 inventory11 0 0
$N$18 inventory12 0 0
$l$24 production1 17000 4734
$[$25 production? 13400 4177
$l$26 productions 17000 4103
$l$27 production4 15200 4339
$l$28 productions 13200 4206
$l$29 production6 14200 4217
$l$30 production7 15800 4253
$l$31 productions 13000 4226
$l$32 production9 10100 4231
$l$33 productionIO 6400 4236
$l$34 production11 4400 4232
$l$35 production^ 3400 4234
Constraints
Cell Name Cell Value Formula Status Slack
$F$24 prodution 4734 $F$24>=$I$24• Binding 0
$F$25 W2I4 4484,842105 $F$25>=$I$2£i Not Binding 307,8421053
$F$26 W3I4 5730,631579 $F$26>=$I$26 Not Binding 1627,631579
$F$27 W4I4 4870,105263 $F$27>=$I$27 Not Binding 531,1052632
SFS28 W5I4 4206 $F$28>=$I$28 Binding 0
$F$29 W6I4 4217 $F$29>=$I$29 Binding 0
$F$30 W7I4 4437,714286 $F$30>=$I$30i Not Binding 184,7142857
$F$31 W8I4 4236$F$31>=$I$31 Not Binding 9,999999998
SF$32 W9I4 4437,714286 $F$32>=$I$32 Not Binding 206,7142857
$F$33 W10I4 4236 $F$33>=$I$33 Binding 0
$F$34 W11 14 4232 $F$34>=$I$34 Binding 0
$F$35 W12I4 4900,210526 $F$35>=$I$35 Not Binding 666,2105263
$F$37 -L1 14 4,152631579 $F$37=$I$37 Not Binding 0
$F$38 -L2I4 4,152631579 $F$38=$I$38 Not Binding 0
$F$39 -L3I4 4,152631579 $F$39=$I$39 Not Binding 0
$F$40 -L4I4 3,689473684 $F$40=$I$40 Not Binding 0
$F$42 -L6I4 3,514166667 $F$42=$I$42 Not Binding 0
$F$43 -L7I4 3,361904762 $F$43=$I$43 Not Binding 0
$F$44 -L8I4 3,361904762 $F$44=$I$44 Not Binding 0
$F$45 -L9I4 3,361904762 $F$45=$I$45 Not Binding 0
$F$46 -L10I4 3,361904762 $F$46=$I$46 Not Binding 0
$F$47 -L11 14 3,712280702 $F$47=$I$47 Not Binding 0
$F$48 -L12 14 3,712280702 $F$48=$I$48 Not Binding 0
$F$50 P1 J4 5,24778E-09 $F$50=$I$50 Binding 0
$F$51 P2I4 9,96806E-10 $F$51=$I$51 Not Binding 0
$F$52 P3I4 5,51881E-09 $F$52=$I$52 Not Binding 0
$F$53 P4I4 3.11411E-09 $F$53=$I$53 Not Binding 0
$F$54 P5I4 -1,9827E-09$F$54=$I$54 Binding 0
$F$55 P6I4 5.14774E-10 $F$55=$I$55 Binding 0
$F$56 P7I4 -5,29326E-10 $F$56=$I$56 Not Binding 0
$F$57 P8I4 -4,91127E-09$F$57=$I$57 Not Binding 0
SF$58 P9I4 1,26875E-09 $F$58=$I$58 Not Binding 0
$F$59 P10I4 1.10776E-09 $F$59=$I$59 Binding 0
$F$60 P11 14 -1,53705E-10 $F$60=$I$60 Binding 0
$F$61 P12I4 -3.56522E-10 $F$61=$I$61 Not Binding 0
$F$41 -L5 3,689473684 $F$41=$I$$I Binding
$l$24 production1 - 4734 $l$24>=0 Not Binding 4734
$l$25 production2 4177 $l$25>=0 Not Binding 4177
$l$26 productions 4103 $l$26>=0 Not Binding 4103
$l$27 production4 4339 $l$27>=0 Not Binding 4339
$l$28 productions 4206 $l$28>=0 Not Binding 4206
SIS29 production6 4217 $l$29>=0 Not Binding 4217
$l$30 production7 4253 $l$30>=0 Not Binding 4253
$1$31 productions 4226 $l$31>=0 Not Binding 4226
$l$32 production9 4231 $l$32>=0 Not Binding 4231
SIS33 productionIO 4236 $t$33>=0 Not Binding 4236
$l$34 production11 4232 $l$34>=0 Not Binding 4232
$l$35 production^ 4234 $IS35>=0 Not Binding 4234
$C$12 workerl • 4,152631579 $C$12>=0 Not Binding 4,152631579
$D$12 worker2 4,152631579 $D$12>=0 Not Binding 4,152631579
$E$12 worker3 4,152631579 $E$12>=0 Not Binding 4,152631579
$F$12 worker4 3,689473684 $F$12>=0 Not Binding 3,689473684
$G$12 worker5 3,689473684 $G$12>=0 Not Binding 3,689473684
$H$12 worker6 3,514166667 $H$12>=0 Not Binding 3,514166667
$1$12 worker7 3,361904762 $l$12>=0 Not Binding 3,361904762
SJ$12 worker8 3,361904762 $J$12>=0 Not Binding 3,361904762
$K$12 worker9 3,361904762 $K$12>=0 Not Binding 3,361904762
$L$12 workerl 0 3,361904762 $L$12>=0 Not Binding 3,361904762
$M$12 workerl 1 3,712280702 $M$12>=0 Not Binding 3,712280702
$N$12 workerl 2 3,712280702 $N$12>=0 Not Binding 3,712280702
$C$14 hiredl 0 $C$14>=0 Binding 0
$D$14 hired2 0 $D$14>=0 Binding 0
$E$14 hired3 0 $E$14>=0 Binding 0
$F$14 hired4 0 $F$14>=0 Binding 0
$G$14 hired5 0 $G$14>=0 Binding 0
$H$14 hired6 0 $H$14>=0 Binding 0
$|$14 hired7 0 $l$14>=0 Binding 0
$J$14 hired8 0 $J$14>=0 Binding 0
$K$14 hired9 0 $K$14>=0 Binding 0
$L$14 hiredl 0 0 $L$14>=0 Binding 0
$M$14 hiredl 1 0,35037594 $M$14>=0 Not Binding 0,35037594
$N$14 hired12 0 $N$14>=0 Binding 0
$C$16 layoffl 3,847368421 $C$16>=0 Not Binding 3,847368421
$D$16 layoff2 0 $D$16>=0 Binding 0
$E$16 layoff3 0 $E$16>=0 Binding 0
$F$16 (ayoff4 0,463157895 $F$16>=0 Not Binding 0,463157895
$G$16 layoff5 0 $G$16>=0 Binding 0
$H$16 layoff 0,175307018 $H$16>=0 Not Binding 0,175307018
$l$16 layoff7 0,152261905 $l$16>=0 Not Binding 0,152261905
$J$16 layoff8 0 $J$16>=0 Binding 0
$K$16 layoff9 0 $K$16>=0 Binding 0
$L$16 layoffl 0 0 $L$16>=0 Binding 0
$M$16 layoffl 1 0 $M$16>=0 Binding 0
$N$16 layoff12 0 $N$16>=0 Binding 0
$C$18 inventory1 0 $C$18>=0 Binding 0
$D$18 inventory2 0 $D$18>=0 Binding 0
$E$18 inventory3 0 $E$18>=0 Binding 0
$F$18 inventory4 0 $F$18>=0 Binding 0
$G$18 inventory5 0 $G$18>=0 Binding 0
$H$18 inventory6 0$H$18>=0 Binding 0
$l$18 inventory7 0 $l$18>=0 Binding 0
$J$18 inventory8 0 $J$18>=0
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Binding
$K$18 inventory9 0 $K$18>=0 Binding 0
$L$18 inventon/10 0 $L$18>=0 Binding 0
$M$18 inventory11 0 $M$18>=0 Binding 0
$N$18 inventory12 0 $N$18>=0 Binding 0
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$C$12 workerl 4,152631579 0 600 1E+30 1800
$D$12 worker? 4,152631579 0 600 599,9999997 1799,999999
$E$12 worker3 4,152631579 0 600 599,9999997 1199,999999
$F$12 worker4 3,689473684 0 600 1799,999999 599,9999997
$G$12 worker5 • 3,689473684 0 600 4500 1200
$H$12 worker6 3,514166667 0 600 6663,157895 600
$l$12 worker7 3,361904762 0 600 599,9999991 0
$J$12 worker8 3,361904762 0 600 599,9999991 0
SK$12 worker9 3,361904762 0 600 599,9999991 0
$L$12 workerlO 3,361904762 0 600 6299,999999 0
$M$12 workerl 1 3,712280702 0 600 3900,000006 1799,999999
$N$12 worker12 3,712280702 0 600 1200 1199,999999
$C$14 hiredl 0 2399,999999 599,9999994 1E+30 2399,999999
$D$14 hired2 0 1799,999999 599,9999994 1E+30 1799,999999
$E$14 hired3 0 1199,999999 599,9999994 1E+30 1199,999999
$F$14 hired4 0 2399,999999 599,9999994 1E+30 2399,999999
$G$14 hired5 0 1799,999999 599,9999994 1E+30 1799,999999
$H$14 hired6 0 2399,999999 599,9999994 1E+30 2399,999999
$1$14 hired7 0 2399,999999 599,9999994 1E+30 2399,999999
$J$14 hired8 0 1799,999999 599,9999994 1E+30 1799,999999
$K$14 hired9 0 1199,999999 599,9999994 1E+30 1199,999999
$L$14 hiredIO 0 599,9999991 599,9999994 1E+30 599,9999991
$M$14 hiredl 1 0,35037594 0 599,9999994 0 1799,999999
$N$14 hired12 0 1199,999999 599,9999994 1E+30 1199,999999
$C$16 layoffl 3,847368421 0 1800 1800 2399,999999
$D$16 layoff2 0 599,9999997 1800 1E+30 599,9999997
$E$16 layoff3 0 1200 1800 1E+30 1200
$F$16 layoff4 0,463157895 0 1800 599,9999997 1799,999999
$G$16 layoff5 0 599,9999997 1800 1E+30 599,9999997
$H$16 layoff6 0,175307018 0 1800 600 1200
$l$16 layoff7 0,152261905 0 1800 0 599,9999991
$J$16 layoff8 0 600,0000003 1800 1E+30 600,0000003
$K$16 layoff9 0 1200 1800 1E+30 1200
$L$16 layofflO 0 1800 1800 1E+30 1800
$M$16 layoffl 1 0 2399,999999 1800 1E+30 2399,999999
$N$16 layoff12 0 1200 1800 1E+30 1200
$C$18 inventory1 0 6,578947369 5 1E+30 6,578947369
$D$18 inventory2 0 5 5 1E+30 5
$E$18 inventory3 0 5 5 1E+30 5
$F$18 inventory4 0 3,947368422 5 1E+30 3,947368422
$G$18 inventory5 ' 0 5,552631579 5 1E+30 5,552631579
$H$18 inventory6 0 5,5 5 1E+30 5,5
$l$18 inventory7 0 5 5 1E+30 5
$J$18 inventory8 0 5 5 1E+30 5
$K$18 inventory9 0 5 5 1E+30 5
$LS18 inventorylO 0 3,421052637 5,000000005 1E+30 3,421052637
$M$18 inventory11 0 6,578947373 5,000000005 1E+30 6,578947373
$N$18 inventory12 0 5,000000QG5 5,000000005 1E+30 5,000000005
$l$24 productionl -4734 0 0 1E+30 6,578947369
$l$25 production2 4177 0 0 6,578947369 5
$l$26 productions 4103 0 0 5,000000001 5
$l$27 production4 4339 0 0 5 3,947368421
$I$28 productions 4206 0 0 3,947368421 5,552631579
$l$29 production6 4217 0 0 5,552631579 5,5
$1$30 production7 4253 0 0 5,5 5
$l$31 productions 4226 0 0 5 5
$l$32 producti"on9 4231 0 0 5 4,999999999
$l$33 production10 4236 0 0 4,999999999 3,421052636
$l$34 productionl 1 4232 0 0 3,421052636 6,578947373











$F$24 prodution 4734 1,578947368 0 4386 324,9444444
$F$25 W2I4 4484,842105 0 0 307,8421053 1E+30
$F$26 W3i4 5730,631579 0 0 1627,631579 1E+30
$F$27 W4I4 4870,105263 0 0 531,1052632 1E+30
$F$28 W5I4 4206 1,052631579 0 528 199,85
$F$29 W6I4 4217 0,5 0 210,3684211 182,7142857
$F$30 W7I4 4437,714286 0 0 184,7142857 1E+30
$F$31 W814 4236 0 0 9,999999985 1E+30
$F$32 W9I4 4437,714286 0 0 206,7142857 1E+30
$F$33 W10I4 4236 0 0 191,85 9,999999985
$F$34 W11 14 4232 1,578947368 0 1E+30 399,4285714
$F$35 W12I4 4900,210526 0 0 666,2105263 1E+30
$F$37 -L1 (4 4,152631579 -1800 0 3,847368421 1,42912E+15
$F$38 -L2 14 4,152631579 -1200 0 0,285038986 1E+30





$F$42 -L6I4 3,514166667 -1800 2,33583E+15
$F$43 -L714 3,361904762 -1800 0 0,152261905 1E+30
$F$44 -L8I4 3,361904762 -1200 0 0,152261905 0,139935065
$FS45 -L9T4 3,361904762 -599,9999997 0 0,152261905 0,007936508
$F$46 -L10I4 3,361904762 0 0 0,152261905 0,007936508
$F$47 -L11 14 3,712280702 599,9999994 0 4.54598E+15 0,35037594
$F$48 -L12I4 3,712280702 -600 0 0,504704944 2,89049E+16
$F$50 Pi !4 5,24778E-09 1,578947368 0 4386 324,9444444
$F$51 P2I4 9,96806E-10 0 0 307,8421053 4177
$F£52 P314 5,51881E-09 0 0 1627,631579 4103
$F$53 P4I4 3,11411E-09 0 0 531,1052632 4339
$F$54 P5I4
-1.9827E-09 1,052631579 0 528 199,85
$F$55 P6I4 5.14774E-10 0,5 0 210,3684211 182,7142857
$F$56 P7I4
-5,29326E-10 0 0 184,7142857 4253
$F$57 P8I4
-4.91127E-09 0 0 9,999999985 4226
$F$58 P9I4 1,26875E-09 0 0 206,7142857 4231
$F$59 P10I4 1,10776E-09 0 0 191,85 9,999999985
$F$60 P11 14
-1.53705E-10 1,578947368 0 1E+30 399,4285714
$F$61 P12I4
-3,56522E-10 0 0 666,2105263 4234
$F$41 -L5I4 3,689473684 -1200 0 0,463157895 0,402352472
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$L$16 layoffl 0 0







































































































$J$18 inventory8 0 #N/A £J$/A #N/A #N/A
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Microsoft Excel 10.0 Answer Report
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Target Cell (Min)
Cell Name Original Value Final Value
$A$2 Min 95150,76327 35092,71053
Adjustable Cells
Cell Name Original Value Final Value
$C$12 workerl 14,9122807 4,152631579
$D$12 worker2 14,9122807 4,152631579
$E$12 worker3 14,9122807 4,152631579
$F$12 worker4 11,96969697 3,689473684
$G$12 worker5 11,96969697 3,689473684
$H$12 worker6 11,96969697 3,514166667
$l$12 worker7 11,96969697 3,361904762
$J$12 worker8 10,31746032 3,361904762
$K$12 worker9 7,651515152 3,361904762
$L$12 workerl 0 5,079365079 3,361904762
$M$12 workerl 1 5,079365079 3,712280702
$N$12 worker12 5,079365079 3,712280702
$C$14 hiredl 0 0
$D$14 hired2 0 0
$E$14 hired3 0 0
$F$14 hired4 0 0
$G$14 hired5 0 0
$H$14 hired6 0 0
$l$14 hired7 0 0
$J$14 hired8 0 0
$K$14 hired9 0 0
$L$14 hiredl 0 0 0
$M$14 hiredl 1 0 0,35037594
$N$14 hired12 0 0
$C$16 layoffl 1,087719298 3,847368421
$D$16 layoff2 0 0
$E$16 layoffs 0 0
$F$16 layoff4 2,942583732 0,463157895
$G$16 layoffs 0 0
$H$16 layoffs 0 0,175307018
$l$16 layoff? 0 0,152261905
$J$16 layoffs 1,652236652 0
$K$16 layofK 2,665945166 0
$L$16 layoffl 0 2,572150072 0
$M$16 layoffl 1 0 0
$N$16 layoffl 2 0 0
$C$18 inventory1 0 0
$D$18 inventory2 0 0
$E$18 inventory3 0 0
$F$18 inventory4 0 0
$G$18 inventory5 0 0
$H$18 inventory6 0 0
SIS18 inventory7 0 0
$J$18 inventory8 89°
$K$18 inventory9 0 0
$L$18 inventon/10 0 0
$M$18 inventory11 0 0
$N$18 inventory12 0 0
$l$24 productionl 17000 4734
SIS25 production2 13400 4177
$l$26 productions 17000 4103
$l$27 production4 15200 4339
$l$28 productions 13200 4206
$l$29 productions 14200 4217
$l$30 production? 15800 4253
Sl$31 productions 13000 4226
$l$32 production9 10100 4231
$l$33 productionIO 6400 4236
$l$34 productionl 1 4400 4232
$l$35 production^ 3400 4234
Constraints
Cell Name Cell Value Formula Status Slack
$F$24 prodution 4734 $F$24>=$I$24 Binding 0
$F$25 W2I4 4484,842105 $F$25>=$I$25 Not Binding 307,8421053
$F$26 W3I4 5730,631579 $F$26>=$I$26i Not Binding 1627,631579
$F$27 W4I4 4870,105263 $F$27>=$I$27 Not Binding 531,1052632
$F$28 VV5I4 4206 $F$28>=$I$28 Binding 0
$F$29 W6I4 4217 $F$29>=$I$29 Binding 0
$F$30 W7I4 4437,714286 $F$30>=$I$30 Not Binding 184,7142857
$F$31 W8I4 4236 $F$31>=$I$31 Not Binding 9,999999998
$F$32 W9I4 4437,714286 $F$32>=$I$32 Not Binding 206,7142857
$F$33 W10I4 4236 $F$33>=$I$33 Binding 0
$F$34 W11 14 4232 $F$34>=$l$34 Binding 0
$F$35 W12I4 4900,210526 $F$35>=$I$35 Not Binding 666,2105263
$F$37 -L1 14 4,152631579 $F$37=$I$37 Not Binding 0
$F$38 -L2I4 4,152631579 $F$38=$I$38 Not Binding 0
$F$39 -L3I4 4,152631579 $F$39=$I$39 Not Binding 0
$F$40 -L4I4 3,689473684 $F$40=$I$40 Not Binding 0
$F$42 -L6I4 3,514166667 $F$42=$I$42 Not Binding 0
$F$43 -L7I4 3,361904762 $F$43=$I$43 Not Binding 0
$F$44 -L8I4 3,361904762 $F$44=$I$44 Not Binding 0
$F$45 -L9I4 3,361904762 $F$45=$I$45 Not Binding 0
$F$46 -L10 14 3,361904762 $F$46=$I$46 Not Binding 0
$F$47 -L11 14 3,712280702 $F$47=$I$47 Not Binding 0
$F$48 -L12 14 3,712280702 $F$48=$I$48 Not Binding 0
$F$50 P1 14 5,24778E-09 $F$50=$I$50 Binding 0
SFS51 P2I4 9,96806E-10 $F$51=$I$51 Not Binding 0
$F$52 P3I4 5,51881E-09 $F$52=$I$52 Not Binding 0
$F$53 P4I4 3,11411E-09$F$53=$1$53 Not Binding 0
$F$54 P5I4 -1.9827E-09 $F$54=$I$54 Binding 0
$F$55 P6I4 5.14774E-10 $F$55=$I$55 Binding 0
$F$56 P7I4 -5,29326E-10 $F$56=$I$56 Not Binding 0
$F$57 P8I4 -4,91127E-09$F$57=$t$57 Not Binding 0
$F$58 P9I4 1,26875E-09 $F$58=$I$58 Not Binding 0
$F$59 P10I4 1.10776E-09 $F$59=$I$59 Binding 0
$F$60 P11 14 -1.53705E-10 $F$60=$I$60 Binding 0
$F$61 P12I4 -3.56522E-10 $F$61=$I$61 Not Binding 0
$F$41 -L5I4 3,689473684 $F$41=$l$£j1 Binding
$t$24 productionl - 4734 $l$24>=0 Not Binding 4734
$l$25 production2 4177 $l$25>=0 Not Binding 4177
$l$26 productions 4103 $l$26>=0 Not Binding 4103
$l$27 production4 4339 $l$27>=0 Not Binding 4339
SIS28 productions 4206 $l$28>=0 Not Binding 4206
$l$29 productions 4217 $l$29>=0 Not Binding 4217
$l$30 production? 4253 $l$30>=0 Not Binding 4253
$l$31 productions 4226 $l$31>=0 Not Binding 4226
$l$32 production9 4231 $t$32>=0 Not Binding 4231
SIS33 productionl 0 4236 $l$33>=0 Not Binding 4236
SIS34 productionl 1 4232 $l$34>=0 Not Binding 4232
$l$35 productions 4234 $l$35>=0 Not Binding 4234
$C$12 workerl • 4,152631579 $C$12>=0 Not Binding 4,152631579
$D$12 worker2 4,152631579 $D$12>=0 Not Binding 4,152631579
$E$12 worker3 4,152631579 $E$12>=0 Not Binding 4,152631579
$F$12 worker4 3,689473684 $F$12>=0 Not Binding 3,689473684
$G$12 worker5 3,689473684 $G$12>=0 Not Binding 3,689473684
$H$12 worker6 3,514166667 $H$12>=Q Not Binding 3,514166667
$l$12 worker? 3,361904762 $l$12>=0 Not Binding 3,361904762
$J$12 worker8 3,361904762 $J$12>=0 Not Binding 3,361904762
SK$12 worker9 3,361904762 $K$12>=0 Not Binding 3,361904762
$L$12 workerl 0 3,361904762 $L$12>=0 Not Binding 3,361904762
$M$12 workerl 1 3,712280702 $M$12>=0 Not Binding 3,712280702
$N$12 workerl 2 3,712280702 $N$12>=0 Not Binding 3,712280702
$C$14 hiredl 0 $C$14>=0 Binding 0
$D$14 hired2 0 $D$14>=0 Binding 0
$E$14 hired3 0 $E$14>=0 Binding 0
$F$14 hired4 0 $F$14>=0 Binding 0
$G$14 hired5 0 $G$14>=0 Binding 0
$H$14 hired6 0 $H$14>=0 Binding 0
$l$14 hrred7 0 $l$14>=0 Binding 0
SJ$14 hired8 0 $J$14>=0 Binding 0
$K$14 hired9 0 $K$14>=0 Binding 0
$L$14 hiredl 0 0 $L$14>=0 Binding 0
$M$14 hiredl 1 0,35037594 $M$14>=0 Not Binding 0,35037594
$N$14 hired12 0 $N$14>=0 Binding 0
$C$16 layoffl 3,847368421 $C$16>=0 Not Binding 3,847368421
$D$16 layoff2 0 $D$16>=0 Binding 0
$E$16 layoff3 0 $E$16>=0 Binding 0
$F$16 layoff4 0,463157895 $F$16>=0 Not Binding 0,463157895
$G$16 layoff5 0 $G$16>=0 Binding 0
$H$16 layoffs 0,175307018 $H$16>=0 Not Binding 0,175307018
$l$16 layoff? 0,152261905 $l$16>=0 Not Binding 0,152261905
$J$16 layoff8 0 $J$16>=0 Binding 0
$K$16 layoff9 0 $K$16>=0 Binding 0
$L$16 layoffl 0 0 $L$16>=0 Binding 0
$M$16 layoffl 1 0 $M$16>=0 Binding 0
$N$16 layoffl 2 0 $N$16>=0 Binding 0
$C$18 inventoryl 0 $C$18>=0 Binding 0
$D$18 inventory2 0 $D$18>=0 Binding 0
$E$18 inventory3 0$E$18>=0 Binding 0
$F$18 inventory4 0 $F$18>=0 Binding 0
$G$18 inventory5 0 $G$18>=0 Binding 0
$H$18 inventoryS 0 $H$18>=0 Binding 0
$l$18 inventory7 0 $l$18>=0 Binding 0
$J$18 inventory8 0 $J$18>=0 Binding
$K$18 inventory9 0 $K$18>=0 Binding 0
$L$18 inventorylO 0 $L$18>=0 Binding 0
$M$18 inventoryll 0 $M$18>=0 Binding 0
$N$18 inventory12 0 $N$18>=0 Binding 0
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$C$12 workerl 4,152631579 0 600 1E+30 1800
$D$12 worker2 4,152631579 0 600 599,9999997 1799,999999
$E$12 worker3 4,152631579 0 600 599,9999997 1199,999999
$F$12 worker4 3,689473684 0 600 1799,999999 599,9999997
$G$12 worker5 • 3,689473684 0 600 4500 1200
$H$12 workers 3,514166667 0 600 6663,157895 600
$l$12 worker7 3,361904762 0 600 599,9999991 0
$J$12 worker8 3,361904762 0 600 599,9999991 0
$K$12 worker9 3,361904762 0 600 599,9999991 0
$L$12 workerl 0 3,361904762 0 600 6299,999999 0
$M$12 workerl 1 3,712280702 0 600 3900,000006 1799,999999
$N$12 worker12 3,712280702 0 600 1200 1199,999999
$C$14 hiredl 0 2399,999999 599,9999994 1E+30 2399,999999
$D$14 hired2 0 1799,999999 599,9999994 1E+30 1799,999999
SE$14 hired3 0 1199,999999 599,9999994 1E+30 1199,999999
$F$14 hired4 0 2399,999999 599,9999994 1E+30 2399,999999
$G$14 hired5 0 1799,999999 599,9999994 1E+30 1799,999999
$H$14 hired6 0 2399,999999 599,9999994 1E+30 2399,999999
$l$14 hired7 0 2399,999999 599,9999994 1E+30 2399,999999
$J$14 hired8 0 1799,999999 599,9999994 1E+30 1799,999999
$K$14 hired9 0 1199,999999 599,9999994 1E+30 1199,999999
$L$14 hiredl 0 0 599,9999991 599,9999994 1E+30 599,9999991
$M$14 hiredl 1 0,35037594 0 599,9999994 0 1799,999999
$N$14 hired12 0 1199,999999 599,9999994 1E+30 1199,999999
$C$16 layoffl 3,847368421 0 1800 1800 2399,999999
$D$16 layoff2 0 599,9999997 1800 1E+30 599,9999997
$E$16 layoff3 0 1200 1800 1E+30 1200
$F$16 layoff4 0,463157895 0 1800 599,9999997 1799,999999
$G$16 layoff5 0 599,9999997 1800 1E+30 599,9999997
SH$16 layoffs 0,175307018 0 1800 600 1200
$l$16 layoff7 0,152261905 0 1800 0 599,9999991
$J$16 layoffs 0 600,0000003 1800 1E+30 600,0000003
$K$16 layoff9 0 1200 1800 1E+30 1200
$L$16 layoffl 0 0 1800 1800 1E+30 1800
$M$16 layoffH 0 2399,999999 1800 1E+30 2399,999999
$N$16 layoff12 0 1200 1800 1E+30 1200
$C$18 inventoryl 0 6,578947369 5 1E+30 6,578947369
$D$18 inventory2 0 5 5 1E+30 5
$E$18 inventory3 0 5 5 1E+30 5
$F$18 inventory4 0 3,947368422 5 1E+30 3,947368422
$G$18 inventory5 0 5,552631579 5 1E+30 5,552631579
$HS18 inventory6 0 5,5 5 1E+30 5,5
$l$18 inventory7 0 5 5 1E+30 5
$J$18 inventoryS 0 5 5 1E+30 5
$K$18 inventory9 0 5 5 1E+30 5
$L$18 inventorylO 0 3,421052637 5,000000005 1E+30 3,421052637
$M$18 inventoryll 0 6,578947373 5,000000005 1E+30 6,578947373
$N$18 inventory12 0 5,000000g§5 5,000000005 1E+30 5,000000005
$I$24 productionl -4734 0 0 TE+30 6,578947369
$l$25 production2 4177 0 0 6,578947369 5
$r$26 productions 4103 0 0 5,000000001 5
$l$27 production4 4339 0 0 5 3,947368421
$l$28 productions 4206 0 0 3,947368421 5,552631579
$|$29 production6 4217 0 0 5,552631579 5,5
$l$30 production? 4253 0 0 5,5 5
$l$31 productions 4226 0 0 5 5
$l$32 productibn9 4231 0 0 5 4,999999999
$1$33 productionl 0 4236 0 0 4,999999999 3,421052636
$l$34 productionl 1 4232 0 0 3,421052636 6,578947373













$F$24 prodution 4734 1,578947368 0 4386 324,9444444
$F$25 W2I4 4484,842105 0 0 307,8421053 1E+30
$F$26 W3I4 5730,631579 0 0 1627,631579 1E+30
$F$27 W4I4 4870,105263 0 0 531,1052632 1E+30
$F$28 W5I4 4206 1,052631579 0 528 199,85
$F$29 W6I4 4217 0,5 0 210,3684211 182,7142857
$F$30 W7I4 4437,714286 0 0 184,7142857 1E+30
$F$31 W8I4 4236 0 0 9,999999985 1E+30
$F$32 W9I4 4437,714286 0 0 206,7142857 1E+30
$FS33 W10I4 4236 0 0 191,85 9,999999985
$F$34 W11 14 4232 1,578947368 0 1E+30 399,4285714
$F$35 W12J4 4900,210526 0 0 666,2105263 1E+30
$F$37 -L1 14 4,152631579 -1800 0 3,847368421 1.42912E+15
$F$38 -L2I4 4,152631579 -1200 0 0,285038986 1E+30
$F$39 -L3I4 4,152631579 -600 0 1,179443173 1.42912E+15
$F$40 -L4I4 3,689473684 -1800 0 0,463157895 1E+30
$F$42 -L6I4 3,514166667 -1800 0 0,175307018 2,33583E+15
$F$43 -L7I4 3,361904762 -1800 0 0,152261905 1E+30
$F$44 -L8!4 3,361904762 -1200 0 0,152261905 0,139935065
$F$45 -L9 14 3,361904762 -599,9999997 0 0,152261905 0,007936508
$F$46 -L10 14 3,361904762 0 0 0,152261905 0,007936508
$F$47 -L11 14 3,712280702 599,9999994 0 4.54598E+15 0,35037594
$F$48 -LT2 14 3,712280702 -600 0 0,504704944 2,89049E+16
$F$50 P1 14 5.24778E-09 1,578947368 0 4386 324,9444444
$F$51 P2I4 9,96806E-10 0 0 307,8421053 4177
$F$52 P3I4 5,51881E-09 0 0 1627,631579 4103
$F$53 P4I4 3,11411E-09 0 0 531,1052632 4339
$F$54 P5I4 -1.9827E-09 1,052631579 0 528 199,85
$F$55 P6I4 5.14774E-10 0,5 0 210,3684211 182,7142857
$F$56 P7I4 -5,29326E-10 0 0 184,7142857 4253
$F$57 P8I4 -4.91127E-09 0 0 9,999999985 4226
$F$58 P9I4 1.26875E-09 0 0 206,7142857 4231
$F$59 P10I4 1,10776E-09 0 0 191,85 9,999999985
$F$60 P11 14 -1.53705E-10 1,578947368 0 1E+30 399,4285714
$F$61 P12I4 -3,56522E-10 0 0 666,2105263 4234
$F$41 -L5I4 3,689473684 -1200 0 0,463157895 0,402352472
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$L$12 workerl 0 3,361904762
$M$12 workerl 1 3,712280702










$L$14 hiredl 0 0











$LS16 layoffl 0 0
$M$16 layoffl 1 0























































































































$l$34 production 11 4232
$IS35 production^ 4234
#N/A #N/A
#N/A #N/A
#N/A #N/A
#N/A #N/A
#N/A #N/A
#N/A #N/A
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#N/A #N/A
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#N/A #N/A
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